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consuming, and cyries whi.ch are found (if any) are completely unaccessible as often as not.
Well under 30 nonr~sident falconers applied for permits this year. Most wanted
peregrines. Few who wanted gyrfalcons would be able to afford to mount the extremely
expensive expedition into remote northern Alaska in order to ATTEMPT to acquire a
white one, when a grey or silver could he captured at a fraction of the cost. (Four to five
thousand dollars vs fift:een to twenty thousand dollars).
An addntiornal fact for those worried about commerdal interest in nestlings to consider is
that anyone wanting to breed a nestling gyrfalcon knows that while a wild gyrlalcon or a
passage gyrfalcon might breed at three years old, a female imprint is not going to lay eggs
until it is five to seven years old.
There =ire already strict regulations in place regarding nonresident take. Authorities must
be notified in advance of the location a falconer intends to l:rap in and the dates that they
will be trapping. Stringent check out requirements involve bringing the banded falcon to a
regional office so tltat it can be photographed in order to receive the paperwork necessary
to transport the bird out of the state. It is also required that the e::i:act location of capture is
p1·ovidcdl. This information is collected by the department of fish and game, and If it is felt
that nonresident interest becomes a burden on a certain type of falcon or on certain ne$t
locations, the department can ad,just the allowances accordingly whether by restricting
individual sites, species, or color morphs.
Biologists working for the Alaska Department of Fish and Game have determined that
Alaska's population of native raptors can safely withstand a hlll'vest that greatly exceeds
what is currently allowed. I suggest that they are allowed to determine take allowance
rather than those offering baseless, illogical reasons to restrict the availability of these
birds.

I strongly sMpport both proposal 92 and 93 and I refute the claims made by these
individuals.

,Joel l<mntso11

